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Background: Obesity is associated both with a higher risk of developing breast cancer, particu-

larly in postmenopausal women, and with worse disease outcome for women of all ages. Previous

investigation suggested Aurora A kinase was able to partially restore the functionalities of obese

adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells by stabilizing their primary cilia and reestablishing

a balance of multiple stemness-associated genes. The association between Aurora A and obesity

breast cancer is still unclear.We hypothesized that overexpression of Aurora Awas associated with

poor survival in obesity breast cancer and the related axis mechanism was involved.

Methods: A total of 517 primary breast cancer specimens were collected from the First

Affiliated Hospital of China Medical University between January 2011 and November 2016.

Our independent variable was BMI at baseline, categorized as overweight (BMI ≥25 kg/m2,

as obesity cohort), and normal (18.5 ≤ BMI <25 kg/m2, as non-obesity cohort). The

immunohistochemical (IHC) staining was performed with Aurora A, Survivin, MMP11,

Cyclin B1, and Cathepsin L. Kaplan–Meier curve was used to analyze overall survival in

our cohorts and TCGA-BRCA data (GSE3494). Log rank test was used to calculate P values.

Protein–protein interaction (PPI) network analysis and MCODE model were used to analyze

the Aurora-altered signal pathway from GSE78958.

Results: Among 517 breast patients, Aurora A-positive (staining scores ≥4) was significantly

higher in obesity breast carcinoma compared with non-obesity cancer carcinoma (χ2=9.79,

P=0.002), with more frequency in hormone receptor-negative (68.4% vs 77.9%, P=0.015) and

HER2-positive patients (28.7% vs 17.9%, P=0.003). High Aurora A expression was remarkably

and significantly associated with overall survival (OS) (8-year OS ratio: 69.5% vs 81.1%,

OR=1.76, 95% CI: 1.03~3.02, P=0.041) in obesity cohort. Interestingly, higher expression of

Aurora A was not associated with a shorter overall survival time among the non-obesity breast

cancer (8-year OS ratio: 81.4% vs 85.8%,OR=1.40, 95%CI: 0.79~2.45,P=0.229). As for RFS, the

expression levels of Aurora A expression genes have no significance with RFS statistically in non-

obesity and obesity patients. Aurora A and lymph node metastases were significantly poor

prognostic factors for OS, and borderline significance was noted for high BMI. Kaplan–Meier

survival analysis from TCGA database confirmed that the high Aurora A expression group had

worse prognosis (HR=1.47, 95%CI: 1.14–1.90, P=0.003). The KEGGpathway enrichment results

were consistent with GO biological process term analysis, in which CCNB1 was enriched for

upregulated Aurora A. In our samples, Aurora A level on tumor cytoplasm had broad connections

with Cyclin B1 by IHC correlation analysis (correlation coefficient = 0.227, P=0.001).

Conclusion: Our finding demonstrates here for the first time that high expression of Aurora

A was notably correlated with early recurrence and poor overall survival in obesity patients

with early breast cancer. The Aurora A-Cyclin B1 axis could be a potential promising

therapeutic target for cancer intervention and therapy.
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Background
Breast cancer is the most common cancer and one of the

leading causes of cancer death in female s world wide and

accounts for 15% of all newly female diagnosed cancer in

the People's Republic of China.1 Breast cancer is a greatly

heterogeneous disease and categorized by distinct intrinsic

subtypes based on immunohistochemical biomarkers,

estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR),

human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) and

Ki-67 index.2 Despite advances in target therapy, endo-

crine therapy and chemotherapy, thousands of patients

have died of breast cancer-specific relapses or distant

metastasis.2 We need to investigate novel biomarkers to

improve prognosis and guide precision therapy, especially

in special populations, including obesity patients.

Recent decades have suggested overweight/obesity is

becoming increasingly prevalent globally.3 This trend is

also seen in Asia including the People's Republic of China

and females have progressively high prevalence. Based on

World Health Organization (WHO) Criterion, overweight/

obesity is defined as a body mass index (BMI, calculated

as weight (kg)/height (m2)) greater than 25 kg/m2 (25.0–

29.9, overweight; 30.0–34.9, grade I; 35.0–39.9, grade II;

and grade III equal to or greater than 40).4,5 Obesity is

associated with increased risk of many fatal

diseases including cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes

and increased risk of cancer, especially breast cancer in

postmenopausal patients.6 This link between obesity and

cancer is built on many risk factors including elevated

inflammation cytokine and adipokines secretion and is

very complex. Abdominal adiposity plays an important

role in generating a developing tumor environment.7

The link between obesity and breast cancer has been

extensively investigated.4 Obesity is associated with an

increased risk of ER-positive breast cancer in postmeno-

pausal patients and greater mortality for both premenopau-

sal (RR, 1.75; 95% CI, 1.26–2.41) and postmenopausal

(RR, 1.34; 95% CI, 1.18–1.53) breast cancer.8 In postme-

nopausal women, the adipose tissue in obese people pro-

duces a higher level of tumor-promoting hormones, such

as estrogen and leptin, which functions as an endocrine

organ. However, in premenopausal women, the link

between obesity and increased risk of breast cancer is

still debatable. Two similar meta-analyses demonstrated

that breast cancer risk was reduced by approximately 5%

~8% per 5 kg/m2 BMI increase in premenopausal women

in 2.5 million and 0.3 million premenopausal population,

respectively.9,10 However, the inverse study provided the

point that a two-fold increase in breast cancer mortality is

associated with a higher BMI index (BMI>40 kg/m2 vs

BMI 18~24.9 kg/m2: RR=2.12; 95% CI, 1.41~3.19). The

higher levels of estrogen from the ovaries caused

a reduction of gonadotrophin release by a negative feed-

back mechanism on the hypothalamic pituitary axis.11

The investigations demonstrated that obesity was also

associated with aggressive tumor characteristics (bigger

tumor size, more lymph node-positive) with more obvious

trends in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).12 Previous

studies focused on hormone receptor-positive breast cancer,

and TNBC accounts for 10%20% in all breast cancer types

and presents a shorter survival than most other breast cancer

subtypes.13 Although several small studies have demon-

strated that increased triple-negative breast cancer risk and

worse survival was indicated in obesity premenopausal

women.14 Although the clinical outcomes for obesity

patients with breast cancer are poor, the explanation sug-

gests using the same therapy often with less efficacious

results due to dose-limiting toxicities and obesity-related

complications. Thus, we need biomarkers to identify the

worse prognosis obesity patients and guide specific thera-

pies for improving outcomes in obesity patients.

The molecular mechanisms that link obesity breast cancer

are complex, an association between obesity and increased

local and circulating pro-inflammatory/proangiogenic cyto-

kines has been reported,4 which stimulate the most malignant

cancer stem cell population to drive cancer growth, invasion,

andmetastasis. Aurora kinases (A, B and C) are key regulators

of mitosis and multiple signaling pathways.15 Previous

investigations suggested Aurora A kinase was able to partially

restore the functionalities of obese adipose-derived mesench-

ymal stem cells. Gene amplification and protein overexpres-

sion of Aurora kinases A were consistently associated with

cancer development in both hematologic malignancies and

solid tumors and deregulation of Aurora kinases has been

linked to tumorigenesis.15 Aurora Awas indicated to function

as a prognostic marker for worse outcome in ER-positive and

lymph node-negative breast cancer16 and could surrogate Ki-

67 index, a proliferation marker widely used in clinical situa-

tions. However, how Aurora A outperforms proliferation mar-

kers in obesity patients with early breast cancer is still unclear.

Screening analyses identified the dual Aurora A and

B inhibitor JNJ-7706621 as a preferential inhibitor to over-

come tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitor resistance.17

Regarding the growing knowledge on Aurora A mechanisms

in breast cancer carcinogenesis, the ongoing development of
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targeting Aurora A signaling mechanisms will open new

promising approaches for breast cancer prevention and treat-

ment, specially in obesity patients.

Obesity is associated both with a higher risk of develop-

ing breast cancer, particularly in postmenopausal women,

and with worse disease outcome for women of all ages.18

The association between Aurora A and obesity breast cancer

is still unclear. In this work, we attempted to reveal the

significance of Aurora A expression in obesity early breast

cancer and the mechanisms related to obesity-related breast

cancer progression. We compared Aurora A expression in

tumor tissues in obesity breast cancer patients and a non-

obesity cohort. We then analyzed the relationship between

Aurora expression and clinical parameters and other biomar-

kers (Cyclin B1, Survivin, MMP11, Cathepsin L) of breast

cancer and correlated them with survival (OS) and

Recurrence-free survival (RFS). Results showed that patients

with high Aurora A expression indicated a worse prognosis

than obesity patients with low Aurora A expression, and the

trend was non-significantly different in non-obesity patients.

In addition, to further understand the Aurora A-related bio-

logical pathways involved in obesity breast cancer, Gene set

enrichment analysis (GSEA) from TCGAwas performed.

Methods
Patients and Specimens
We collected 706 surgical primary breast cancer specimens

from the First Affiliated Hospital of ChinaMedical University.

All patients had undergone breast surgery between

January 2011 and November 2016. The patients had not

received any kind of neoadjuvant therapy before surgery,

including radiotherapy, chemotherapy, endocrine therapy, tar-

get therapy, or immunotherapy. The patients with other malig-

nant tumorswere excluded . Finally, 517 patientswere enrolled

into analysis and the clinical stage was categorized by the 8th

AJCC TNM staging system. The status of ER, PR, HER2 and

Ki-67were examined and reviewed in the hospital. All patients

gave written informed consent for this study, which was

approved by the regional ethics committee of China Medical

University (approval number: 2016QL011). The study was

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

An overview of histological and molecular characteristics of

selected tumors is provided in Table 1.

Assessments
The available endpoint was recurrence-free survival

(RFS), defined as the time from the date of surgery to

the date of the first local, regional or distant breast cancer

relapse, distant metastases or any death before any type of

relapse. Overall survival (OS) was defined as the time

from surgery to the last follow-up date or death from any

cause. Body Mass Index was calculated as body weight

divided by the square of height. Our independent variable

Table 1 Baseline Demographics and Characteristics for the

Obesity and Non-Obesity Populations

Characteristics Total Obesity

BMI≥25

Non-

Obesity

BMI<25

P-value

N 517 198 319

Sex

Female 516 198 318

Male 1 0 1

Age, years

Median 52 53 51

Range 27–91 28–78 27–91

BMI, kg/m2

Median 24.0 27.3 22.8

Range 15.4–39.5 25.0–39.5 15.4–25.0

Menopausal Status 0.027

Premenopausal 242 80 162

Postmenopausal 275 118 157

Type of Surgery 0.243

Mastectomy 481 188 293

Breast-conserving 36 10 26

Tumor Size, cm 0.001

≤2 133 35 98

>2 374 163 221

Lymph Node 0.087

Positive 256 108 148

Negative 261 90 171

Tumor Grade 0.154

1–2 463 172 291

3 54 26 28

Hormone

Receptor Status

0.647

ER or PR Positive 374 146 228

ER and PR Negative 143 52 91

HER2 Status 0.619

Positive 118 48 70

Negative 399 150 249

Adjuvant

Chemotherapy

0.096

Yes 380 150 220

No 137 48 99
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was BMI at baseline, categorized following WHO as over-

weight (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2, as the obesity cohort), and

normal (18.5 ≤ BMI < 25 kg/m2, as the non-obesity

cohort).

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for Aurora

A Expression
The immunohistochemical staining was performed on paraf-

fin-embedded tissues according to themanufacturer's instruc-

tions of EnVision kit (MaiXin Biotech Co., Fuzhou, People's

Republic of China). The deparaffinized sections were incu-

bated in H2O2 (3%) for 10 minutes, then blocked in 1%

bovine serum albumin for 60 minutes. The primary antibody

used was rabbit anti-human Aurora A monoclonal antibody

(EP1008Y, ab52973, 1:150, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) incu-

bated at 4°C overnight and the secondary antibody used was

goat anti-rabbit IgG H&L (HRP, ab205718, 1:2000, Abcam,

Cambridge, UK) at room temperature for 2 hours. These

type-specific antibodies do not cross react with the other

isoforms of Aurora kinases. ImageJ software was used to

measure Aurora-A scoring. Aurora A expression on nucleus

and cytoplasm were reviewed and confirmed, respectively.

The immunohistochemical scoring principle was according

to the staining intensity (no signal=0, weak=1, moderate=2,

high=3), and the percentage of staining cells (0%=0, 1%–

10%=1, 11%–50%=2, 51%–80%=3, 81%–100%=4). The

final score of 0–12 was based on multiplying the scores of

intensity and percentage. Aurora A positive on nucleus or

cytoplasm was confirmed only when the staining scores of

Aurora A ≥4 and less than 4 was considered as negative/

weak. We tested different cutoffs with survival analysis to

decide the optimal cutoff, when the statistical differences of

recurrence-free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS)

were maximized in the additional files.

Immunohistochemistry for Cyclin B1 and

Other Protein Expression
Immunohistochemical analysis was also performed using

monoclonal antibodies against Survivin (rabbit anti-human

ab76424, 1:150, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), Cyclin B1 (rabbit

anti-human, Y106, ab32053, 1:150, Abcam, Cambridge,

UK), and polyclonal antibodies against MMP11 (rabbit anti-

human ab53143, 1:150, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), Cathepsin

L(rabbit anti-human ab203028, 1:150, Abcam, Cambridge,

UK). A standard indirect immunoperoxidase procedure

(ABC-Elite; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA)

was used for all stains. In brief, primary antibodies were

incubated at 4°C overnight, followed by incubation with

secondary antibody at room temperature for 60 minutes.

Mayer’s hematoxylin stain was used as a counterstain. The

immunohistochemical staining was evaluated and categor-

ized as positive and negative/weak. The expression status for

ER, PgR, and HER-2 ⁄ neu was determined by immunohis-

tochemical staining performed on full sections of tumors. ER

or PgR was considered positive if >10% of cells had positive

nuclear staining. HER-2 ⁄ neu expression status was categor-

ized as negative (0 or 1+, staining), (2+, membranous stain-

ing and negative by FISH), borderline (2+, membranous

staining and unknown by FISH), or overexpressed (3+,

membranous staining and 2+, membranous staining and

positive by FISH).

Analysis of Aurora A in the TCGA Public

Database
The breast cancer dataset, including mRNA expression

and overall survival times, was obtained from TCGA

(https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). The original data from

TCGA was normalized and analyzed by the edgeR analy-

sis method. Kaplan–Meier analysis of TCGA-BRCA data

was used to analyze the 10-year overall survival of BC

patients. Log rank test was used to calculate P value.

Additionally, online analysis database bc-GenExMiner

v4.2 including two genomic datasets (http://bcgenex.centre

gauducheau.fr/) was used to assess the association between

Aurora A and survival of breast cancer patients.

Gene Ontology Function Enrichment

Analysis of Aurora A
After normalizing the TCGA-BRCA dataset, we distin-

guished between Aurora A high group and Aurora A low

group according to the mRNA expression level. The dif-

ferences of GO functional enrichment between the two

groups were obtained by Gene Set Variation Analysis

(GSVA). GSEA was performed to annotate the Hallmark

effector gene sets and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes

and Genomes (KEGG) signaling pathway associated with

Aurora A mRNA expression in the TCGA-BRCA dataset.

GSEA software was obtained from the Broad Institute

(http://www.geo.org). Co-expressed genes of Aurora

A in BC were analyzed from TCGA-BRCA expression

data. Using Pearson correlation analysis, the correlation

coefficient ≥ 0.2 was used as the threshold to find the

genes associated with higher levels of Aurora

A. Protein–protein interact (PPI) network was constructed
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for Aurora A co-expressed genes using the STRING v11.0

database (https://string-db.org/), and the protein interaction

score ≥ 0.2, ie, medium and above reliability. To further

analyze and screen the core genes in the PPI network.

Statistical methods
The SPSS software version 23.0 (IBM Inc., Armonk, NY,

USA) was used for all analyses. The means of continuous

numerical data were compared using a one-way analysis of

variance with the Bonferroni correction. Differences

between categorical variables were evaluated using the

Pearson Chi-square test. Univariable associations between

the events and parameters were plotted using the Kaplan–

Meier method, and the cohorts were compared using the

Log rank test. The Cox proportional hazard model was

used to identify independent prognostic factors associated

with recurrence-free survival and overall survival rates.

All statistical tests were two-sided, and P values < 0.05

were considered to indicate statistical significance.

Results
Patient Characteristics
Between January 2011 and December 2016, 706 patients

were screened and 517 patients were enrolled in this retro-

spective study. Of the 517 patients with early breast cancer,

198 cases (38.3%) were diagnosed with high Body Mass

Index (BMI≧25 kg/m2, defined as the obesity cohort), and

319 (61.7%) with normal BMI (less than 25 kg/m2) were

put in the non-obesity cohort. Baseline characteristics of the

study population are described in Table 1. The median BMI

was 27.3 kg/m2 (range: 25.039.5 kg/m2) in the obesity

cohort and 22.8 kg/m2 (range: 15.424.9 kg/m2) in the non-

obesity cohort. Only one male patient was present in the

non-obesity cohort and the other patients were all female in

both the obesity and non-obesity cohorts.

Most baseline characteristics were well balanced

between the obesity and non-obesity groups. The mean

age at diagnosis was 53 years (range: 2878 years) in the

obesity cohort and 51 years (range: 2791 years) in the non-

obesity cohort. There was no difference in the type of

surgery, tumor grade, hormone receptor status or HER2

status between the obesity and non-obesity cohorts.

According to menopausal status, obesity was positively

associated with more postmenopausal patients [obesity

cohort vs non-obesity cohort: 59.6% (118/198) vs 49.2%

(157/319), P=0.027], larger tumor size [obesity cohort vs

non-obesity cohort: 82.3% (163/198) vs 69.3% (221/319),

P=0.001]. Interestingly, the incidence of lymph node meta-

static tended to be higher in patients with high BMI in the

obesity cohort than in those in the non-obesity cohort;

However, patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy

(including chemotherapy, anti-HER2 target therapy) were

more common in the obesity cohort than in those in the

non-obesity cohort, as shown in Table 1. Our findings

demonstrated that obesity was also associated with aggres-

sive tumor characteristics (larger tumor size, more lymph

node-positive). The association between BMI and breast

cancer molecular subtypes is shown in Figure 1. The mole-

cular subtypes distribution was similar between the obesity

and non-obesity cohorts, approximately 10% was HER2-

positive breast cancer and approximately 75% was in

Luminal breast cancer subtype. More triple-negative breast

cancer was not indicated in our study, it was an inverse

finding compared with a previous study (only 15% triple-

negative breast cancer in our cohort vs 33.3% and 40.0% in

overweight and obesity premenopausal patients in triple-

negative as presented by Chen et al).14

Aurora A Expression was Associated

with Clinical Characteristics
In all 517 tested samples, 240 (46.4%) patients had posi-

tive cytoplasm Aurora A expression (≧4 cytoplasm stain-

ing score) and 239 (45.2%) had nucleus Aurora A-positive

(≧4 nucleus staining score) (Figure 2). Moreover, we

observed that the localization of Aurora A is scattered

from cytoplasm to nucleolus. However, the incidence of

nucleus Aurora A-positive and cytoplasm Aurora

A-positive were approximately 46% in our study. Given

the similar positive ratio of Aurora A expression in cyto-

plasm and nucleus, only cytoplasm Aurora A expression

was explored in the following investigations.

We validated Aurora A over expression using an inde-

pendent cohort with a total of 517 breast carcinoma tissues

(319 non-obesity patients and 198 obesity patients). The

expression level of Aurora A-positive (staining scores≧4)

was significantly higher in obesity breast carcinoma com-

pared with non-obesity cancer carcinoma (54.6% vs 40.5%,

χ2=9.79, P=0.002). In addition, the Aurora A high staining

(staining scores≧7) in the obesity cohort were obviously

higher than those of Aurora A in the non-obesity cohort

with a statistical difference (17.7% vs 8.5%, P value=0.002,

Figure 3). In the immunohistochemistry assay, the morpho-

logical and statistical results confirmed that the expression

level of Aurora A-positive was significantly associated with
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hormone receptor status (68.4% vs 77.9%, P=0.015) and

HER2 status (28.7% vs 17.9%, P=0.003). Cytoplasm

Aurora A-positive tumors had larger tumor size, though not

statistically significant (78.1% vs 71.1%, P=0.070). The dis-

tributions of other clinical characteristics, including age,

menopausal status, grade and lymph node metastases, were

even when grouped with Aurora A in both groups (P=0.876,

P=0.881, P=0.349, P=0.677, respectively).

Association of High Aurora A Expression

with Poor OS and RFS in the Obesity

Cohort
To explore whether Aurora A expression levels will affect the

clinical outcomes in both cohorts, we constructed a prognostic

classifier using Kaplan–Meier analysis from 517 patients in

our study.As shown in Figure 4, AuroraA expression (staining

scores ≧4) was remarkably and significantly associated with

OS (OR=1.76, 95% CI: 1.03~3.02, P=0.041) among obesity-

related breast carcinoma patients. The 8-year OS ratio in the

AuroraA low expression groupwas 81.1%whereas in the high

expression group it was 69.5% in the obesity cohort.

Interestingly, higher expression ofAuroraAwas not associated

with a shorter overall survival time among the non-obesity

breast cancer patients (OR=1.40, 95% CI: 0.79~2.45,

P=0.229). The 8-year OS ratio was 85.8% months in the low

Aurora-A expression group and 81.4% in the high Aurora-A

expression group in the non-obesity cohort. To investigate the

optimal cut-off value for Aurora A on prognosis, high Aurora

A expression (staining scores≥1) was not associated with OS

Figure 1 Patient disposition in our study.

Note: Flow diagram showing patient enrollment, allocation, follow-up, and analysis in this study.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; BC, breast cancer.
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(total cohort: OR=1.356, 95% CI: 0.873~2.107, P=0.175;

obesity cohort: OR=1.112, 95% CI: 0.593~2.085, P=0.741;

non-obesity cohort: OR=1.430, 95% CI: 0.773~2.645,

P=0.255). Much higher Aurora A expression (staining scores

≥7) was remarkably but non-significantly associated with OS

(total cohort: OR=2.059, 95% CI: 0.889~4.853, P=0.084;

obesity cohort: OR=2.269, 95% CI: 0.959~5.314, P=0.079;

non-obesity cohort: OR=1.766, 95% CI: 0.429~7.264,

P=0.431). Thus, the cut-off value was defined as high Aurora

A expression with 4 and more in the following investigation.

As for RFS in Figure 5, the expression levels of Aurora

A expression genes have no significance with RFS

statistically in non-obesity and obesity patients. The 5-year

RFS ratio in the Aurora A low expression group was 83.2%

and 82.2% and in the high Aurora A expression in non-

obesity cohort (OR=1.29, 95% CI: 0.77~2.16, P=0.307).

While 5-year RFS ratio in the high Aurora A expression

group (71.3%) was a little shorter than the 5-year RFS ratio

in the low Aurora A expression group (OR=1.58, 95% CI:

0.96~2.57, P=0.072) in the obesity cohort.

With respect to RFS and OS, it was shown that maybe

there are many factors affecting survival in addition to the

level of Aurora A expression. We performed univariate and

multivariate analysis with the logistic regression model.

Figure 2 Representative micrographs of immunohistochemical stains showing Aurora A expression high staining (A), Aurora A expression median staining (B), Aurora
A expression weak staining (C), Aurora A expression negative (D).

Figure 3 Association of Aurora A expression with BMI in the obesity cohort (A), and the non-obesity cohort (B).
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After adjusting for age, tumor size, lymph node status, HR

status, HER2 status, adjuvant chemotherapy and Aurora

A staining score, the OR for Aurora A expression in the

obesity cohort was 5.318 (95% CI, 1.298–21.785; P=0.02)

while the ORwas 5.318 (95%CI, 1.298–21.785; P=0.02) for

Aurora A in the non-obesity cohort. Tumor size, adjuvant

chemotherapy, menopausal status, ER status and PR status

were not significant factors for overall survival among

patients with early breast cancer (Table 2). Lymph node

metastases, age, HER2-positive, high BMI and high Aurora

A staining score disease were poor prognostic factors for OS

in univariate analysis. In multivariate analysis, Aurora A and

lymph node metastases were significantly poor prognostic

factors for OS, and borderline significance was noted for high

BMI. To explore the interaction between Aurora

A expression and BMI on overall survival, the interaction

Figure 4 Prognostic significance of Aurora A expression for OS in breast cancer.

Note: Kaplan–Meier survival curves for overall survival as a function of expression of Aurora A in patients with obesity breast cancer (A), and non-obesity breast cancer (B).
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P value was 0.021 for Aurora A interacting with BMI in the

prognosis prediction (OR=1.586, 95% CI = 1.073~2.343).

Prognostic Role of Aurora A Expression

and Functional Enrichment in Breast

Cancer from TCGA
To further understand and confirm the prognostic role of

Aurora A expression in breast cancer, all breast cancer

patients from the TCGA database (two GSE: GSE3494

for survival analysis; GSE78958 for obesity-related gene

analysis)19,20 were categorized according to the median

Aurora A expression value (high Aurora A expression

group and low Aurora A expression group). Patients who

lacked complete clinical data (including overall survival

and OS status) were excluded from the analysis. To

explore the potential mechanism of Aurora A and its

related signal pathway in breast cancer, cytoplasm

Aurora A expression was examined in our investigation

and Aurora A expression in cytoplasm and nucleus from

Figure 5 Prognostic significance of Aurora A expression for RFS in breast cancer.

Note: Kaplan–Meier survival curves for relapse-free survival as a function of expression of Aurora A in patients with obesity breast cancer (A), and non-obesity breast cancer (B).
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TCGA data were included (Figure 6A). The difference of

Aurora A expression in Pan-cancer is indicated in Figure

6B. Functional enrichment and protein–protein interact

(PPI) network were analyzed with R packages from the

TCGA database. The STRING database identified inter-

action relationships in 105 out of the 185 methylation-

related Aurora A (68 downregulated and 37 upregulated).

The 10 interaction relationship pairs among the Aurora

A were used to construct a PPI network including IGFR-

1/PKA and PLC/Ca2+ signal pathways (Figure 6C). Two

human oncogenes, CCNB1 and CDK1, were indicated as

hub genes of the PPI network as they were shared and

ranked in the top 15 for four topological characteristics.

Subsequently, four highly connected PPI sub-modules

(Figure 6D) were extracted from the overall PPI network

using MCODE. BinGO enrichment analysis demonstrated

that the genes in module (MCODE score=5.982) were

involved in the mitotic cell cycle (AURKA, CDK1 and

CCNB1). Kaplan–Meier survival analysis indicated that

the high Aurora A expression group had worse prognosis

compared with the low Aurora A expression group

(N=236, HR=1.47, 95% CI: 1.14–1.90, P=0.003)

(Figure 6E). Obesity-related gene analysis was conducted

from GSE78958. The 121 downregulated/hypermethy-

lated and 61 upregulated/hypomethylated Aurora

A-related genes were respectively uploaded to DAVID

to predict their functions. Using the threshold value of

FDR <0.05, 18 GO biological process terms were

obtained for the downregulated/hypermethylated

Aurora A, including “cell cycle” and “inflammatory

response” (FOS).

Correlation Between Aurora A and Other

Proliferation and Invasion Biomarkers
We used the Spearman correlation test to describe the

connection between the level of Aurora A and other pro-

liferation and invasion biomarkers (proliferation biomar-

kers: Survivin, Cyclin B1; Invasion biomarkers: MMP11

and Cathepsin L, Figure S1) in the obesity cohort. All

obesity patients with breast cancer were included in this

analysis. The IHC scores was evaluated as grade variables.

We found that Aurora A level on tumor cytoplasm had

broad connections with other proliferation biomarkers

including Cyclin B1 (correlation coefficient =0.227,

P=0.001) and MMP11 (correlation coefficient =0.169,

P=0.017). Aurora A levels did not have a positive relation

with Cathepsin L (correlation coefficient =0.051,

P=0.483), and Survivin (correlation coefficient =0.043,

P=0.547) (Table 3).

Table 2 Univariate and Multivariate Cox Regression Analyses for OS in Our Study

Variables Univariate Analysis Multivariate Analysis

Overall Survival HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age

<60 vs ≥60

0.502 (0.276–0.914) 0.024 0.652 (0.377–1.127) 0.125

Menopausal status

Pre- vs Post-menopausal

1.094 (0.747–1.604) 0.644

Tumor size

T1 vs T2/T3/T4

1.088 (0.694–1.706) 0.713

Lymph node

Positive vs Negative

1.724 (1.029–2.403) 0.002 1.610 (1.377–2.507) 0.019

Adjuvant chemotherapy

Yes vs No

1.205 (0.815–1.780) 0.350

BMI

<25 vs ≥25

1.651 (1.123–2.428) 0.011 1.470 (0.998–2.502) 0.053

ER status

Positive vs Negative

1.160 (0.770–1.747) 0.479

PR status

Positive vs Negative

0.966 (0.652–1.432) 0.863

HER2 status

Positive vs Negative

1.320 (0.918–1.988) 0.096 1.358 (0.817–2.256) 0.238

Aurora A staining score

<4 vs ≥4

1.669 (1.132–2.459) 0.010 1.629 (1.091–2.439) 0.017
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Discussion
Although Aurora A has been intensively studied in series

of human malignancies as a carcinogenic factor,21–23 the

impact of Aurora A on the malignant behavior among

obesity breast cancer remains elusive. Consistent with

previous studies,16 our study also indicated a poor

prognosis biomarker in breast cancer and its expression

was correlated to high malignant aggressiveness. In parti-

cular, we found that, for the first time, Aurora

A expression was tightly associated with poor survival in

obesity patients with early breast cancer, and the phenom-

enon did not appear in the non-obesity cohort. These

Figure 6 Prognostic significance of expression of Aurora A in breast cancer from TCGA public database.

Notes: Expression of Aurora A in cellular structure (A), the significant differences between normal and cancer in Pan-cancer (B). Construction of the PPI network and

identification of a significant module with high Aurora A expression by cytoscape (C). The most significant module (AURKA and CCNB1) was obtained from the PPI

network using molecular complex detection (D). Kaplan–Meier survival curves for overall survival as a function of expression of Aurora A in patients with breast cancer (E).
Abbreviations: N, normal; T, tumor; BLCA, bladder urothelial carcinoma; BRCA, breast invasion carcinoma; CHOL, cholangiocarcinoma; COAD, colon adenocarcinoma;

ESCA, esophageal carcinoma; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; HNSC, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; KICH, kidney chromophobe; KIRC, kidney renal clear cell

carcinoma; KIRP, kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma; LGG, brain lower grade glioma; LIHC, liver hepatocellular carcinoma; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung

squamous cell carcinoma; PAAD, pancreatic adenocarcinoma; PRAD, prostate adenocarcinoma; READ, rectum adenocarcinoma; STAD, stomach adenocarcinoma; THCA,

thyroid carcinoma; UCEC, uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma.
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results highlight that Aurora A plays a crucial role during

obesity-related poor differentiation and as a mechanism of

relapse and distant metastases. More importantly, elevated

expression of Aurora A was validated and has been linked

to worse clinical outcomes in early breast cancer from

GEO database and identified by a panel of 24 DEGs.

Functional enrichment and PPI network analysis stressed

that cell cycle genes were closely related to carcinogenesis

of obesity related breast cancer. Cyclin B1 and MMP11

were tightly connected with Aurora A in our obesity tissue

IHC correlation test. Our results demonstrated Aurora

A could be a potential promising therapeutic target in

improving clinical outcomes in obesity breast cancer.

Firstly, we validated Aurora A over expression using

an independent cohort with a total of 517 breast carcinoma

tissues (319 non-obesity patients and 198 obesity patients).

We observed that the localization of Aurora A is scattered

from cytoplasm to nucleolus. However, the incidence of

cytoplasm Aurora A-positive and nucleus Aurora

A-positive were approximately 46% in our study. Given

the similar positive ratios of Aurora A expression in cyto-

plasm and nucleus, only cytoplasm Aurora A expression

was explored in this study. Obesity is an increasing society

burden worldwide including in the People's Republic of

China,3 thus this study focused on investigating Aurora

A expression in obesity compared with non-obesity

patients. Interestingly, higher expression of Aurora A was

not associated with a shorter overall survival time among

non-obesity breast cancer. Moreover, high Aurora

A expression was remarkably associated with OS (the

absolute 8-year OS ratio difference was: 11.6%) in the

obesity cohort.

The molecular mechanisms that link obesity breast can-

cer are complex, the main mechanisms which can explain

this link are leptin, adipose chronic inflammation, sex hor-

mone alternation, and insulin signaling.4,24-26 Kim et al27

demonstrated Aurora A-related cell cyclin with a spatially

localized response to IGF-1 using high throughput single-cell

imaging to confirm the hypothesis that the presence of var-

ious cellular sub-populations interact with IGF-1. Previous

studies highlighted that high Aurora A expression was

strongly associated with worse survival of breast cancer

and as an independent prognostic marker.16,21 In particular,

among TNBC patients with high level of Aurora

A expression, the peak time of distant recurrence risk was

at the first 3 years and declined rapidly thereafter, whereas

patients with low Aurora A expression showed a relatively

constant risk of recurrence during the entire follow-up

period,16 it indicated that TNBC with high Aurora

A expression may be the basal-like intrinsic subtype by

PAM50 analysis and TNBC with low Aurora A expression

was luminal subtype. The underlying mechanism of Aurora

A in triple-negative breast cancer requires further investiga-

tion. In our study, Aurora A expression was found even

among breast cancer subtypes between the obesity and non-

obesity cohorts. Aurora A has been reported to phosphorylate

several crucial proteins involved in cell cycle checkpoint

after DNA damage and diminished transcriptional activity,

causing genetic instability and ultimately increasing cancer

development and disease progression.28 Interestingly, poly-

morphisms in AURKA (Aurora A gene, rs6099128 GG

genotype) involved in chemotherapy and endocrine therapy

resistance and decreased clinical outcome in breast cancer

and was confirmed in taxane-resistance breast cancer cell

lines.29,30 Studies of antiestrogens resistance breast cancer

cell culture models by mimicking ER disclosed that Aurora

A was increased and mediated cell proliferation and cell

cycle in both antiestrogen and aromatase inhibitor resistant

breast cancer cells.31–33 Comprehensive analyses with

a library of 195 kinase inhibitors identified Aurora

A inhibitor JNJ-7706621 as a preferential inhibitor of endo-

crine therapy resistant breast cancer cell lines.34 Re-

sensitivity to tamoxifen treatment was recovered with

Aurora A siRNA or Aurora A inhibitor, indicating a vital

role for Aurora A in endocrine therapy resistance.17,31

Considering the role of Aurora A in duplicating centro-

somes from the beginning of S phase, shifting to the bipolar

spindle microtubules during mitosis, and, finally, moving to

perinuclear materials of the daughter cells at the end of

mitosis,33 we hypothesize that overexpression of Aurora

A was closely correlated with cell cyclin-related protein

(including Cyclin B1) in obesity patients. Cell proliferation

is closely associated with the cell cycle, which is rigidly

regulated by a series of kinases, among which Cyclin B1

and Aurora A are two important substrates involved in the

promotion of G1/S and G2/M transition, respectively.

Previous studies have implicated the role of Cyclin B1 in

the regulation of cell proliferation in breast cancer.35–37 In

Table 3 Correlation Between Aurora A Expression and Other

Biomarkers by Spearman Coefficient Analysis in Obesity Patients

with Early Breast Cancer

Aurora A vs. Cyclin B1 MMP11 Cathepsin L Survivin

Coefficient value 0.227 0.169 0.051 0.043

P-value 0.001 0.017 0.483 0.547
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our study, the results indicated that Aurora A-Cyclin B1 axis

plays a crucial role in obesity breast cancer.

The degree of heterogeneity and the expression pat-

tern of biomarkers under study may constitute

a potential problem in tissue microarray-based study.

However, representativity of tissue microarray-based

studies has been carefully examined, and the data was

identified by high-throughput tissue microarray screen-

ing analysis generally corresponding well with those

identified using full-size tissue sections. Further to vali-

date Aurora A expression in obesity patients with breast

cancer and its potential mechanism, comprehensive ana-

lysis from GEO database and PPI network was used by

MCODE model. However, it is a puzzle that the identi-

fied Aurora A in our training cohorts was only in obe-

sity patients with early breast cancer and could not

easily be validated in external TCGA cohorts.19,20 One

reason might be bias of BMI information from GEO

database, BMI information was not a required item

while submitting to the genomics database. Another

reason was the effects of Aurora A have broad confi-

dence intervals so that it is difficult to identify using

a single validation database. To address these issues, it

is necessary to validate the signature of Aurora

A expression in a larger obesity sample and prospective

investigation. Serial studies have already confirmed that

Aurora A inhibition can induce programmed cell death

and cellular senescence via cell cycle axis in vitro and

in vivo. Pharmacological inhibition of Aurora

A improved sensitivity to PAK1 inhibition and anties-

trogens treatment in p21-activated or RB1 loss breast

cancer cell lines.38–40 RB1 loss was a potential mechan-

ism to CDK4/6 inhibitors in clinical situations, and

limited the application of CDK4/6 inhibitors, causing

more benefit for abundance HR-positive breast cancer

patients.41 Thus, we further explored the effects of

Aurora A inhibition by assessing the cell survival, cell

morphology changes and effect on CDK4/6 inhibitors-

related resistance in breast cancer cell lines.

Limitations of our study are obvious. First, although the

known IHC microarray and TCGA sequencing data were

included to confirm the expression of crucial protein

Aurora A was linked to poor prognosis in obesity breast

cancer, the sample size associated with obesity breast cancer

was small. Therefore, more clinical samples need to be

collected to further confirm Aurora A expression level.

Second, this was an exploratory, hypothesis-generating retro-

spective study with a rather small and heterogeneous cohort.

Especially when the cut-off value of BMI definition was

inconsistent with WHO criterion,3 the inclusion in the obe-

sity cohort was overweight/obesity. Due to the strict criteria,

obesity (BMI≧30 kg/m2) patients only accounted for 5.6%

of the total (29/517), we had to admit that the data of strict

obesity patients was insufficient. However, overweight is as

important as obesity in receiving increasing attention in

society and medicine. Second, without a settled cutoff for

Aurora A, we ran the survival analysis repeatedly with dif-

ferent cutoffs in our samples and TCGA data and the opti-

mized cutoffs was decided in large cohort when the survival

difference between groups maximized. Third, the lack of

clinical information like BMI data in the GSE database

limited the depth of this research. Last but not least, the

optimal cut-off value for Aurora A on prognosis, much

higher Aurora A expression (staining scores ≥7) was remark-

ably but non-significantly associatedwith OS and the optimal

cut-off value will be investigated in further sample studies.

For further investigation, a prospective study with a larger

cohort is needed and more elaborate experiment design

(including Aurora A expression/inhibition and CDK4/6 inhi-

bitors-resistance) may be expected.

Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrate here for the first time that

high expression of Aurora A was notably correlated with

early recurrence and poor overall survival in obesity

patients with early breast cancer. The ongoing develop-

ment of targeting Aurora A-Cyclin B1 axis signaling

mechanisms will open new promising approaches for obe-

sity breast cancer prevention and avoiding treatment

resistance.

Abbreviations
BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; ER, estro-

gen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor

receptor 2; OR, odd ratio; mo, month; OS, overall survi-

val; RFS, recurrence-free survival; PgR, progesterone

receptor; WHO, World Health Organization.
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